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INTRODUCTION AND ftEVIIw OF LITERATURE

Theory

In 19£1, Lirac (9), while Investigating the adaissable

discontinuities in the phase of ave functions in an attempt

to explain the 1 ir.e-structure constant tx = e2/&c = \/\W t

a s led to a ivtve equation which coula be interpreted only as

the motion of an electron In the field of c single aagnetic

pole,

Dirac considered the for<a. 1 representation of a A-ave

function. * Suppose is an oxuinary /.-five function .ith a

definite phase everywhere. An e ually o> ;

i inaxy tme function

may be given as ^ = ^e1^

shore ^ciffers from ^ in the term e1^ . Dirac srgu^d that

¥ coulc be ceterrainec only to within some arbitrary phase.

The actual value of the pnase at a given point had no speci'i

significance, but the ciffererice in pnase between eny tno points

coulc not be arbitrary. Then, the arbitrariness of the ave

function resided in the factor eVP . ^he piececing concitions

recuireo that (o -ave no uni ue value for any given set of

coordinates but that its derivatives, definec by

IE- = ^(3 / ^ Kr = ^(3 / S v, icz p a z, must be speci-

fied. In general, ^ kx/ 3 y ^ ^ ky/ ^ x, etc.

3y Stokes' Theoren, the change in phase arount, a cloteo

^irac*s paper is carried out in space anc tl&e coor-
dinates but the time aependence is omitted here as it is not
nee .ssary in this simplified discussion.
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path is ^K-dS s j ViK-ds, U)

where K = lkx + jky
+ kkg, since 4^ coes n t enter into the

->hcse change. In the above equation is an element of the

arc of the closed path, anc cs is an element o. the surface

hose periphery is the closed path.

Following the cuantum mechanical formalism, let us examine

the result of operating on ^ ..ith the ;io ieatunj operator. ^ne

obtains the relation

Thus if V* satisfies any v.ave equation involving -:h« operator

"p, ^1 "i11 satisfy any save equation involving the operator

p + /nK. lirac assumed that Y satisfied the usual wave e uation

for c particle in free r. pace. Then by analogy vita the veil

known relation in classical mechanics

Pi m uiUi * Cq/cMi

;;hcre pi is the canonical momentum of a single particle in an

electromagnetic field, mui is the Canonical momentum normally

expected in fieli free space, an' A is some vector potential,

lirac found that ^1 shoul< satisfy the usual wave ecuation

for a charged particle moving in an clectromegnetic field.

If 7,e make the identification, A « U c/q}ii, we may

ti . entify the curl of the phase * with the magnetic field, for



from /.-.ich ::e obtain

-
; K Ufa) a It)

Dirac further consicerec; the fact that a phase can be deter-

mine only to an integral number of 2 IT ' s. I'hus

§~£»dj\ - yv.\K"is - 2 77n U . , ± 1, £>,..)

.

Setting c » e, the electronic charge, sue substituting for

VXX from Equation (3),.

^e/ftc) ) tt*ds 77" n. U)

Let us shrink tne path to an arbitrarily small one. Then the

integral is to be taken over a nearly closed surface, anr by

Gauss* Theorem may be set equal to 4 7Tg , 4here g is the mag-

netic pole strength. Tnus e 1 inc. eg « nrie/2 or taking n * 1,

eg s-fcc/£.

As seen here, a d finite relation was found between the smallest

electric charge o, ano the smallest magnetic charge, g. The

product, eg is ruantizec. wince g occurs only in multiples f

e, then g must :lso be quantized. Furthermore, the wave

functions describee uere were fouiu by L'irac to be quite proper

for analysis by methods paralleling those of quantum mechanics,

Quoting from Dirac { j) , >. 71;

. . . uantum mechanics does not really precluoe
the existence of isolateo magnetic poles. On the con-
trary, the present formalism of quantum mechanics, when
developed naturally itnout the imposition of arbitrary
restrictions, leads inevitably to «jve equations *hose
only physical interpretation is the motion of :



an el -ctr:iii in tae fielc of s single pole. This
new cevelooment requires no change ..natever in the
formal!:;:; nen expresses in terms of abstract symbol*
denoting states ana observ^bles, but is merely e
generalization of t e possibilities of representa-
tion of these abstract symbols by Kve functions and.

matrices. Oru r these Circumstances one >oulc be
surprised if nature h e tad e no use of it.

Dirac's theory is not the only ori£ hich has been cone

that ineic- tes the possibility of tne existence of isolated

mrgne.ic poles. As early as 1930, Thomson , while

attempting to correlate iechanical am: ele c troma «rn e tic pheno-

mena , consider©-.; the angular momentum of an electromagnetic

fielc. in vacuum composed of a pole- electron pair as seown in

Fig. 1.

The linear electromagnetic momentum eeneity p is given by

Tae angular electromagnetic momentum density is then given

by (?
7

- -f-2 a <P ,

with z component { ) z = Ug/4 rrcArgsin8^sin ss/t^Ic?) .

After integrating over r.ll spree, Thomson's result for tne total



angular momentum in the z airectin Mis

( <?/lg « eg/c, (6)

directed from e plus charge to a plus pole* According to

quantum mecnanicel theory, any angular momentum awst cither

be an integral or half-oca Integral multiple of /ft. Applying

this requirement to Equation ^6) , Wilson (25) founc in the

case of the lo est half-odd integral quantization, eg = -ftc/S

which is identical ith lirac's result of Equation ^5).

Interaction ith Matter

According to lirac 1 s theory, the unit magnetic pole

strength is given by the relation g * (ftc/e) e « (127/2) e. lue

to this large value, the magnetic polos are beliefed to inter-

net strongly ith rsatter through the electric fields -vaich : ould

be generated by a moving magnetic pole. In 1951, Bauer (l) anc

Colo (6) i iscussed this problem specifically for oetection in

clou*, chambers ana emulsion. Energy loss was founa to be

almost entirely ue to inelastic collision anc Bremsi,trahlung

as for any fast particles. Bsuer suggested that since the value

of g is so high, raciation reaction might be very important but

is oepencent upon the choice of mass M for the magnetic pole.

The choice he made :',as

M . Cg
2/e2) a * ?-.bmp (7)

.here m is the mass of the electron and m
p

is the mass of the



proton. This choice of mass was tnaue such that the ratio of

inertial to radiation reaction forces is the same as for elec-

trons. Colt, however, did not eonsic er the loss of energy due

to bremsstrahlung as being isport. nt as this of? ect takes place

at extreme relativistie velocities. The loss cue to brem-

sstrahlung is not considered in this paper for this reason.

For t.:c loss of energy • ue to ionization, both Bauer and

Cole utilized the seal-classic* 1 impact parameter method of

Bohr (3, 4). The result Fat the total rate of energy loss • ue

to inelastic collisions of s nonopole of v loeity y is giv ri

•• -c ;

, : /t,v . v .7lrt e^gf
J

/«nc3?)loe(..:v2 vc
1
/J)

, (8)

rhere y 3 (l-v^/c2)"*1/^, J is the mean binding energy of an

electron of the absorber, 8 is the number of electrons per unit

volume, and c^ is £ constant or order one. As compared with

Bohr's results for charged particles, the only change that must

be mace between the rate of energy loss for heavy electrical

particles and magnetic particles is 8 substitution of -gv/c for

Ze2 in the relation for electrical particles. E- nation (8) as

further- compared v.ith that obtained for charged particles shews

the startling difference that the ionization cue to poles is

independent of their velocity, except in the logarithmic ter::i,

v-hereas charged particles have a v~2 depencence in the cooinant

non-log ft ri th:ni c teirj

.

Just as a charged particle, t pole gives rise to to types

of ionization. The; primary ionization has already been is-

cussed. The secondary ionization is the expulsion of other



electrons of the absorber by tnbse ejected In the primary

collision. T:iis type of loss C:nnot be treated by the theory

of Bohr since the velocities of the expellee electrons are

too small. Cole made the assumption that only the lightest

bound electrons would be eject et as secondary electrons. Fur-

thermore, if the bin; ing energy rere W t then a primary ith an

energy greater than si-, and less than (s + V ft -..ill cause s

additional ionizations where £ei« an integer. Based on these

assumptions, Cole found the total number of ion-pairs pro-

duced per centimeter of path length to be

sihere ^ is the ionization energy of the lightest bound electron,

fiT is the ionization energy of the r fch electron, a* is the

reduced aass of the pole and electron, v is the velocity of the

pole, anc. k * 0.618. Figure as reproduced from Cole, displays

this relation for several poles ana a corresponding relation for

Or—
<
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Fig. 2, Ionization vs. r; nge for poles anc nuclei.



From the results given toy Bauer anc Cole, the tracks of

magnetic poles may be easily jtoftparec ith those of heavy,

charged particles. Fig. 2 sho-s that for e ual : i stances except

near the end of the track, the ionization oer unit length is

much greater for poles than for ordinary nuclei.

According to Cole, the distinguishing feature is the

rapid decrease in ionization totrazo the end of the track for

poles whereas it is just the opposite for nuclei. However, Cole

aeglectea the capture and loss of charge by a nucleus at low

velocity /.hich reduces the ionization near the end of its r:nge.

It is a well kno n fact that the track of a heavy primary nucleus

in ,co&aic raciction sho-'.s a characteristic taper or thin-co-.vn

at the end of its range* I'his characteristic is predicted in

the present thesis for magnetic poles also. Thus .magnetic poles,

Raich arc also predicted to occur in cosmic radiation by Dirac,

could be mistaken as heavy primary nuclei rue to the similarity

in tracks.

Heavy Nuclei

According to Bract and Peters (5), there are, in general,

three characteristic quantities of the tracks of heavy nuclei

which may be me; sureo. They are:

1. fiange.

2. Tree; censity or diameter of solid core of silver.

5.. Lolta-ray censity.

From these three quantities, two different methods of charge

determination are possible for highly sensitive emulsions.



These are:

1. The classical eelta-ray method.

2. The thin-do&n-leng th method.

The Lelta-rar Method . There ere several mcthoes of charge

ceterain&tion by means of delt?.-rays. The easiest eno most fre-

•• uently used for heavy, charged particles stooping in the

emulsion is the range-oclta-ray laethoe. Bradt and Peters ^5)

first used this method with *ott f s (18) relation for a el ta- ray

densities eiven as

n
s = K(Z2/(3 S

) , (10)

where n
g

is the c el t a-ray density, 2 is the atomic number of

the Incident nucleus, end @ is a function of the range h and

the atomic number 2. % is given by the relation

jC » £7TN(e2/mc2)2^ c£/iio.n, c2/gl ) t

/•here W' and are the mtntiw^n and maximum celta-ray energies

to be counted respectively,

Two sets of criteria are normally usee i or s el ta-r-:v

counting ..hereby the values of »Q and S| say be obtained. One

of these, called the grain criterion, reruires that only those

delta-rays having a number of grains between some chosen maxi-

mum ana minimum number may bo counted. The other, called the

range criterion, reauires that only those oelte-rays having a

projected horizontal range perpencicular to the track between

some chosen maximum anu minimum range may be counted. The values

of W and iVx are obtained for the set grain ano. range limits

respectively from the grain number-energy curves and range-energy



curves for electrons as given by Yoyvodic 8, 27) .

floang lis) expressed the delta-ray censity per one huncred

microtis from Mott's equation as the po. er las?

where A is a constant depending upon the absorbing medium and

the delta-ray criteria, and ft is the residual i&nge from the

end of the trpek in grams per square centimeter.

Bainton, ftt al (o) also reported a power lee varietion

except their las varies with ft~^ # ^. The £2/(3
£ cepencence as

used by Bradt and Peters in Equation (13) results in s ce-.en-

.ence on zl.4E£>.58. Or the three power l&ors given here, the

most; extensive ori has been ;:one recently «ith the relation of

Hoang as given in Equation (ll). His results were applied to

the present problem.

T-.-- Tnin-^o.-i-lsn^th Method . A heavy nucleus upon entering

the atoosphere becomes stripped of its orbits.L elections and

remains so as long as its speed regains greater than that of

the speed of its inner shell electrons. The thin-dorm orocoss

starts as the nucleus reaches the several velocities of its

inner shell electrons as at this speed, the incident nucleus

becomes capable of capturing electrons fro.n the absorber. Hence,

the track density ana diaaeter diminishes ss the effective Charge

of the nucleus approaches zero. The thin—, omi-length method «ras

first derived and applied by Frier, et si Ul) . The ceriv .- tion

was made assuming the Bonr Bet el of the atom for the calculation

of the orbital velocities. Their result vas



I = 0.52.2, Ur:)

.here L is the thin-dotra length or the length of the track,

in microns, from its end to the point at hich the thin-coma

process begins, and 2 is the atomic number of the nucleus.

Iloang end tforcllct (13) found that, experimentally, the

thin-down length L coulc be Directly measured only to sithin

about ten of twenty microns* They proposed that since the

eecrease in the square of the diameter at the end of the track

is linear, a better choice of L might be mace by the relation

t*/& - t 2/L, (13)

where t is the diameter of the track at a range B near the end

of the track and t is the diameter of the track immediately

before it starts to thin-co^n. Experimental values of the

thin-do "»n-length L obtained by measurement of t, tQ , and E, and

use of the above relationsnip as given in Equation (is) , *ere

found to be much greater than those predicted by the relation

of Frier et al. as given in Equation (1£) . The «ork of Hoang

and Morellet resulted in an empirical law of the form

L » aZ* , (14)

vrhere a and * are constants with being of order one in

disagreement i ith E- uation (12). However, hen the energy

correspon ing to the tain-down-length for s given nucleus, as

measured by Frier ct al. and Hoeng ant. Morellet, r:as compared

.ith the energy at which thin-cown ;s supposed to begin, It

was fount by Loncharap (17) that neither the thin-dotm-length
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measured by Frier et al, nor Hoang and iforellet corresponded to

the theoretical energy at which thin-down should occur. Lon-

cha/ap utilized the Thomas-Feral aiocei of the atom as en

improvement over tha Bohr BOfcel for the calculation of the

theoretical energy. Per-cins (19) haa shown that there were two

different types of thin-down. One .vas based on the oecrease

in the effective charge as oxlginally assumed by Frier et al.

(11) ant was called the true thin-down. The other eras based

on the celts-ray density and was called the pseudo thin-down.

Pseudo thin-down was baaed on the fact that delta-rays of

feeble energies would often comprise part of the central core

of the track ant., as ahoan for several specific cases by Lon-

ebaap (17), -.vouls at tiffics form a veritable continuum or satu-

ration of colta-rays as the core of the track. It is the point

at hich this saturation of elta-rays starts to decrease that

the pseudo thin-do v.n basins. Considering curves of tne delta-

rt:y density vs. velocity, as plottec fro/a Mott» s equation, Lon-

cham? (l?) obtained the velocities at which pseudo thin-down

began for several ijiven particles at t set minimum c elta-ray

energy. From this, the energies of the particles were evalu-

ated and foun to be in excellent agreement ith tne energy values

corresponding to the thin-down-lengths as Calculated by Hoang

an« Morellet from Equation (13). It s this pseudo thin-down

whieh vas measured by Frier et al. anc Hoang and Morellet when

their respective- equations sere derived. Lonchamp's calculations

shores the relation of Equation (14) as derived by Hoang and

Morellet to be trie correct one. The thin-dor.n method of Hoang



r.m. io- lift v-es usee in the present problem.

Purpose

Due to the similarity of the traces of poles and heavy

nuclei, it seemei. a reasonable Question taet some of the common

tracks which had been ascribed to heavy nuclei might, in reality,

be tracks of magnetic poles. Two independent aetbocs by ..hieh

a measure of the supposed charge of a heavy nucleus c using a

heavy trac* have been discussed, Any large oiscrepancy in the

charge as measured by these two methods then indicates a loss

of energy not expected for heavy nuclei. In such cases the

tracks nay be inspect* d for its agreement .ith the pole theories

of Bauer and Cole, It *as the purpose of this research to Rake

such measurements as a means of searching out ana identifying

a unit nag a:- tic pole.

To gccomplish these sins it vaa necessary to prepare

corrected ionization curves for heavy nuclei, displaying the

thin-tom at 1©?; velocities shich had been neglected by Cole.

It was also necessary to develop e simple t.elta-ray theory for

magnetic poles in order that ionization discrepancies in the

tracks of heavy particles might be usee to characterise the

properties of the pole.

PfiOCEEOfiE

All measurements pertaining to the two methods of charge

determination "ere mace 'ith a Lcitz Orth^lux microscooe under

brignt field illumination.

Five, 5X1Q centimeter Ilforc G-5 nuclear track pellicles
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arrsnru.' in r stac* ith no sandwiching , and exposed to comic

radiation at an altitude of 100,000 feet in a belloon flight,

- ere used in t.iis experiment. The pellicles were ceveloped at

the University of Chicago, mounted on glass plates, anc covered

..ith e protective film of nail oolish diluted 50-50 with nail

polish remover to prevent stripping.

The desirous characteristic of thli type of emulsion was

its high sensitivity. This rendered, the tracks oi the tj aviiy

ionizing pcrticles easily recognizable. Also, by virtue of

this high sensitivity, diameter measurements for the thin-dow*

length method of charge determination were made .uite readily

as the traC:v snovea a ;.oii< core of developed silver. Unfor-

tunately, it was found that the high sensitivity mace celts-ray

counting quite aifficult in the case of the slower moving,

hignly charged pt t tides.

The five plates sere completely scanned for heavy tracks

ending in the emulsion. The positions of all such tracks «ere

recorded for later measurement. M asureaents were carried out

on only such tracks thst showed a projected length of approxi-

mately 800 microns to insure reasonable r-ccurecy in the limits

of charge as foune by the delta-ray method. Measurements were

made as shown in Table 1,

Both the range criterion anc; the gr in criterion ^ere

appliec to eelta-ray counting to determine ;vhich gave the most

reproducible results. By far, the range criterion ives the most

suitable.



From the measurements outlined in Table 1, the folio ing

calculations rcere made as necessary:

Table 1, Measurements perfoimco xith appropriate
objective and eyepieces as indicated*

Measurement
JJKSJ _

—

•

•

Gcanning 10X 10X 125
air

Projected hori- Gaertner micrometer eve—
zontal range at 20X piece 3X or 1G0
which fT-ray air Leitz micrometer •--'c-

count mace. oil ce IS. EX 150

Projcctec hori- 37X n n n « 776
zontal range oil 1112
over hi eh g -ray
count maae.
Aoprox, IQQ/j

All cepth meas^ j7X I I t? n n 776
urements. oil 1112

& -rry count, c// 97X ^eitz micrometer eye- 1112
cen£# criterion* oil piece 1T.5X

All thin-down Gaertner micrometer eye** 776
measurements oil piece SX or

Leitz micrometer eye- 1112
oiece 1 .5X

Only those c;elts-reys iho-ving a projected horizontal length
perpencicular to the tracic of Z/J or greater were accepted.

Range. *o »[i U5)

rhere Jl is the j rorizontsl component of the tracn, z is the

vertical component of the tr^c.-: length corrected for the index

of refraction of the emulsion. (Thus z s^A mere Ay is the

difference in eepth of the ends of the rsnge and <ri » 1.50 is the

index of refraction as reported by notbitt (£0) ). fc is the

shrinkage factor. (For Ilforc G-5, 8 is repot t~a &s .7 by



notblat and tti kSl) ).

Delta-ray density per one hunc. rea microns.

Ur = § -r&7 MUBj . — X 100 U6)
S Range Eq over i&tch count made

Values obtained by use of the.se t vo equations allowed a calcu-

lation of the charge Z which is for Ilfora G-5 after Hoang (1?)

n
g

. 0.,5Zl.5^-0.46 U7)

where fi = p RQ is the range in gin. /cm. 2 V p = £.d876 g:a./cm#

as reported in correspondence fro at II ford Inc.) A calculation

for Z was mace from Equation (17) at t vo separate points on the

track. Each track was divided into five approximately eoual part:

giving four points et which a celts-ray count could be made.

Counts Tere, in general, made at the first and last points inen

I tteftpt to obtain an upper and lever limit of the charge.
•i

Thln- o .n length.

L = (to2/*2)fio

A rango E of about 10 to 20 microns was founc to be the best

for the measurement of the diameter t. After obtaining L $ 2

was computed after the empirical relation of Hoang &nc iorellet

US) as

L = 7. MX1 ' 07 ua)

Charges calculated by these two methods Equation (17) and

Equation (Id) were compared for agreement.

The preceding calculations were carried out on the basis
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of thin-corn ana delta-ray** However, the ionization curves

of Cole given in Fig. 2, which display the difference between

magnetic poles and nuclei, n :glect the questions of thin-down

and of delta-rays, Since nuciei do sho?,- a definite decrease

in ionization at the very eno of the range cue to recombination

or capture of elections as previously c.iscussec, a correction

was made to these for n -oarticles and oxygen as shosn in ^lcte

I.

fiange and ionization d^ta for both alpha-particles and

oxygen for r-nges in excess of the rsnge at which electron

capture begins vvere taken •. irectly f ro:.'i the curves of Cole.

Points for the alpha particle curve over the r.. nge i uring which

recombination takes place were easily obtained fro:r. the range-

specific -ionization curve for alpha-particles of flellowsy and

Livingston (14).

Similar range-ionizatlon points for oxygen were not easily

obtained. For these points, the velocity-range points for

oxygen in Ilforc C-2 emulsion given by Lonchaap (16) ant the

velocity-charge calculations of Fer.iii and Mix-am a aa given

graphically by Knipp axid Teller (If) were usee. The graph by

iinipp ane Teller gave the ratio i/Z of trie effective charge i

of tn ion to it^ total charge Z as a function of ve/Z
?//s

,

where ve is the velocity of the electron for a given shell. It

has been sho-«r by ^oncna^p (16) in hi, study of the energy loss

of nuclei, that :or oxygen, ve = 1.2Vi, where vjl is the velo-

city of trie ion. Using the values of f£ given by Loncheap, the

ef fective charges i at a range correspond ing to given ^ V? were
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fount. The ionization due to the nucleus a/as then found by

taking the product of the effective cn&rge squareo U-2) tiv.es

the ionization caused by a proton at the same Telocity. Here

it was necessary to utilize the curves of Blac ; --tt and ^ees {2)

for the range of protons as a function of their velocity end

of Jeatschke, a given by Evans 110) , p. 655, for the ioniza-

tion of protons as a function of their range. All these curves

.ore givon for air. Transformatioa to the G-5 e-.ulsion was snde

by virtue of the Bragg-Klec r.cn rule given by Evans (.10) , p.

652, Transform, tion of the range points for oxygen given by

Lonchcmp (16) fro:; the Ili'orc C-f to the G-5 emulsion ere not

necessary as there is only a 1 per cent difference between

corresponding ranges. The points at which pseuao and true thin-

do n start .ere noted on the resulting range—ionization curves.

EKPE&IMESfAI, BESBfcfS

Sixty-eight heavy particle tracks .vere found in the five

pellicles. Of these, only ,VS .ere suitable for measurement*

The results of charge oeter.aination on taose .9 tracks by both

the delta-ray ant thin-down method are tabulated in Table f.

The charges as calculated by the t.vo methocs were fount

to be in good agreement except in the cases of tracks 14a£4 and

14:26. For 14a£4, reliable measurements could not :-:e made as

the brack ending was beyond the .orking distance of the avail-

able oil immersion objective. Further checks were needed to

decisively identify the trac* of l<,a26 as ei trier . nucl us or

a pole. Before this cheek coult be affected, it was found
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necessary to make an extension to the oresent energy loss theory.

After this extension was mace, 14a26 was decisively identified

as that of a heavy nucleus as the passage through a maximum

ionization, as oescribec. in the folio ing section, «ai clearly

observed.

AN EXTENSION OF THE THLOHY

As previously stated, the curves for the ionization pro-

duced by nuclei as given by Cole in Fig. 2, are only valid for

ranges in excess of that range at ivhich recombination starts.

Cole's curves have been corrected for c*. -particles and oxygen,

as shown in Plate I. It is obvious tiat trie ionization <iue to

a nucleus eoes increase toward the end of the range but only

to some maximum value and then drops rapicly to zero. It is

this passage through a maximum ionization which definitely identi-

fies the nuclear particle as Distinguished from a magnetic pole.

As a nucleus shows both a true and pseudo thin-down, so

should a magnetic pole. By following closely the ciscussion

of Lonchamp (17) concerning pseudo thin-down of charged

particles, the following theory for the pseudo thin-down of

magnetic poles was aeveloped.

The number of eelta-rays per unit length of track having

energies between W and I + dff is given by Mott«s equation for

charged particles as

n
§

- &m&J$P - mcS/W-j] .

Now taking fj, * ;!mc262 , the maximum possi le energy a delta-ray

may acquire, the result may be expressed as
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Table 2. iiesults of Charge calculations.

:Xr: c,:: Chr rge : Charge : : Track : Ciurge : Charge :

: no. : limita : by : : no. : limits! by :

: : by : thin : : : by ; tain »

14al 9

13
10 17 a 5 15

14
16

14s

6

13
12 17 a8 17

17
15

14*11

14o 24

4
5

12
15

.

3*

17al0

17all

11
14

8
3

15

3

14 c 25 13
13

13 17sl2 12
10

3

l'<a26 16
15

12 18a3 11
13

11

I5a3 9
15

9 16a5 5
4

3

I5a6 12
15

13 18a6 id
n

10

I5all 15
14

15 18a7 7
9

6

15al2 7
S

6 18a9 13
14

12

15al3 13
17

13 18fiH 4
5

4

15al5 23
31

27 18al7 7
3

8

16a2 18
21

18 18*33 13
15

12

16a3 3
11

11 l<:e20 4
5

6

17a4 29
3*

27
*This determination n ee
1th s 65X objective and is

of coubtful Vcluc.
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n
g

« 2tTNZ2/(3
2 U2/mc2)

2 [«M/I - 1#<3 2
)] .

where WQ is expressed in ke*» • : however , the production of delta-

rays (25) is by the same process as in the primary energy loss

derivations of Bauer nc Cole* The same simple substitution of

cgv/c for Ze'J may be made to find a result for poles. Then for

a pole of unit strength, g = Uc7/i')e,

n
s

= S^C^/aC2) 2 Cl<57/2) 2 [510/« - l/UP 8
)] • (13)

The constant ters H N pZ*/Aj where N is Avagrcro's number,

p is the density of the absorber and Z* anc A are the atomic

number and atomic weight of the absorber respectively; may be

evrluot d for llford G-5 utilizing the valuer of Z* /A as

reported by Voyvodic (26) and p as given previously. Finally,

for Ilforo G-5, n
§

x -
• .07 [_510/s% - 1/(2 (3

2
)] . U o)

This equation is displayed by the curve of Plate II for it
Q

equals 12 ana 15 kev.

Pseudo thin-dovm-length has been ccfinec as that length

from the end of a track at ffhieh the delta-ray density starts

to decrease from the saturation for a particular delta-ray energy*

i .eing into account the mean diameter of tue grains of the G-5

emulsion, the computed value of this saturation was 275 delta-

rays per 100>< . This limit is indicated on Plate II. The small

arrows specify the points for two co:u.:;on delta-rsy energies at

which a cefinite thin-corn should be observed in the track of

a monopolc. For comparison, the delta-ray density curve of

oxygen *rss also shown.
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Ho;/cver, further calculations showed tnat for common celta-

ray energies of froa 10 to €0 kev., the pseu^o thln-doim-length

for poles ita mass of the oruer of ,5m
p

waa less than one

micron. If a re; sonable pscueo thin-ciora-lcngth is to be

measured, delta-ray energies of the order of SO to 40 kev. must

be observer.

From Plate I, one cn infer that the trrcK of a monopole

still look distinctly i ifferent from the track of a charged

particle. The track of the pole is wedge shaped froa the end

of Lfcj range until near relr.tivistic velocities. The track

Increases in blt-c-aiess to a maximum ano then cimlnisnes to zero

ionization. The point at which pseudo thin-down begins for a

pole of mass ::.5m
, considering a delta-ray energy of 40 kev.

Is shown for comparison with nuclei in Plate I.

If the track of a monopole is identified, then Plate II or

a similar curve for the celta-ray energy chosen may be used to

set-up one relation between pole strength and velocity Tor

the point at .hich thin-down begins for celta-ray s of a given

energy. Having the velocity, the mess may be determined from

the range. The assigned pole strength is implicit in the ueter-

minf tion of mass. As in the case of mesons, the charge must be

assumed.

The curves of Plate II also show the validity of the method

used in this search for a magnetic pole in the emulsion, espe-

cially for short tracks. As may be seen, at a given point, the

elta-ray censity for a magnetic pol. and a nucleus may be

identical for the same value of 6?

Q . However, it is hignly



improbable that agreement ,ould be obt: ined if comparison sere

mace :itn the calculations of the charge by the thin-down

methou. For long trades, the delta-ray method sroulc suffice

as the celts-ray density foi a nucleus decreases ith increasing

range vhereas the opposite is true lor a magnetic pole.

However, the decisive characteristic still is the inert; se to

a maximum ionization just before thin-down for a charged

particle as compared to the absence of this increase in ioni-

zation Tor a magnetic pole,

CONCLUSION

Of the £9 traces upon which measurements were made, none

ivere fount? to clssgree with the behavior expected, for primary

nuclei in lie cosmic radiation.

The delta-ray method of charge determination anr the thin-

uo-.n-length methoa of charge determination, when compared,

furnish a reliable method of differentiation between poles and

charged particles, especially for short traces. The delta-ray

method is sufficient for long tracks if measurements are mac e

at widely separated points.

The decisive aethoci whereby a pole may be identifier as

compared to e chargec nucleus is by virtue of the absence of a

rise to a maximum ionization just before thin-doan takes place.

Highly sensitive emulsions such as the Ilforc G-5 emulsion used

in this experiment are recommenced as this pass ge through a

-r.-:>,i viQ ionization a clearly visible in all of the track*
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except those hich had a high angle of aip. This information

zay be used by scanners surveying cosmic ray pic tcs to identify

tractcs suitable ior further study.

The delta-ray density for a magnetic pole is proposed to

be n
% x SiT N(e2/ac2)

2 ^i3?/2)#jj&C^o - mc2/^] , for a

unit lirac raonopole.
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It has been suggested that traces t;ue to free magnetic

poles might be mistsicen as those of bare nuclei common in the

primary cosmic radiation. It was shown theoretically that*

the end of the rsnge, a magnetic pole should c .c. s rr.pid

aecrcasc in ionization where it is just the opposite, ['or a

nucleus if charge capture by the nucleus is neglected. Charge

capture Cannot be neglected as it is by this process that a

nucleus shears cell tcnov.n tepering or t ecrease in ionization

at the end of its range.

lue to the similarity In tracks, it was the puipose of

this research to make such uet suremcuts on the tracks of heavy

particles that they could be identified as either nuclei or

magnetic poles. To achieve this, it was necessary to prepare

correctea ionization curves for heavy nuclei, displaying the

decrease in ionization at the end of the range due to charge

capture i nich has previously been neglected, buch corrections

.vere made for alpha-particles and oxygen from existing data.

It was further necessary to develop & simple celta-ray theory

for magnetic poles in orc.er that ionization discrepancies in

the traces of heavy particles mignt be usee to character! ze

the properties of a pole. The result for the delta-ray density

per lOOyt/ for a unit Hr&e monopole was

Measurements were made on £9 heavy tracks ending in the

IIfor« G-5 emulsion such that two independent cuerge determina-

tions coult. be carried out by the eelta-ray and thin-down



length methods. Comparison sho.ed one truck vhich differed

..ioely .nough in the charge calculations to be further criec^ed.

The correctec ionization theory decisively proved the tracn:

to be that of a nucleus.

Introduction of the correction to the ionization due to

nuclei and the simple delta-ray theory for poles resulted in

£ decisive method whereby the tracks of heavy nuclei and mag-

netic poles may be more easily differentiated. This method

it by virtue of the fact that l nucleus passes through a maxi-

mum ionization just before the rapid uccreese in ionization

whereas a magnetic pole coes not. It is inferred that the

track of a monopole is actu&lly wedge shaped fro^ the one ->f

its r;nge until near r lativistic velocities. This information

may be used by scanners surveying cosmic ray plates to identify

tracks suitable for further study.


